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C H A P T E R

Adverse Selection, Signaling, T3
and Screening

13.4 Introduction
One of the impiicit assumptions ol the fundamentai welfare theorems is that the
characteristics of all commodities are observable to all market participants. Without
this condition, distinct markets cannot exist for goods having differing characteristics,
and so the complete markets assumption cannot hold. In reality, however, this kind
of information is often asymmetrically held by market participants. Consider the
foliowing three examples:

(i) When a firm hires a worker, the firm may know less than the worker does
about the worker's innate abilitv.

(ii) When an automobile insuranc..orpuny insures an individuai, the individual
may know more than the company about her inherent driving skill and hence
about her probability of having an accident.

(iii) In the used-car market, the seiler of a car may have much better information
about her car's quality than a prospective buyer does.

A number of questions immediately arise about these settings of asyn meîic
information: How do we characterize rnu.k., equilibria in the presence of asymmetric
information? What are the properties of these equilibria? Are there possibilities for
welfare-improving market intervention? In this chapter, we study these questions,
which have been among the most active areas of research in microeconomic theory
during the last twenty years.

We begin, in Section 13.8, by introducing asymmetric information inro a simple
competitive market model. We see that in the presence of asymmetric information,
market equilibria often fail to be Pareto optimal. The tendency for inefficiency in
these settings can be strikingly exacerbated by the phenomenon know n as ad.uerse
selection. Adverse selection arises when an informed individual's trading decisions
depend on her privately held information in a manner that adversely affects
uninformed market participants. in the used-car market, for example, an individual
is more likely to decide to sell her car when she knows that it is not very good. When
adverse selection is present, uninformed traders will be wary of any informed trader
who wishes to trade with them, and their willingness to pay for the product offered
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will be low' Moreover, this fact may even further exacerbate the adverse selection
problem: If the price that can be received by selling a used car is very low, only sellers
with really bad cars will offer them for sale. As a result, we may see little trade in
markets in which adverse selection is present, even if a great deal of trade would
occur were information symmetrically held by all market participants.

We also introduce and study in Section l3.B an important concept for the
analysis of market intervention in settings of asymmetric information: the notion of
a constrained Pareto optimal allocation. These are allocations that cannot be pareto
improved upon by a central authority who, like market participants, cannot observe
individuals'privately held information. A Pareto-improving market intervention can
be achieved by such an authority only when the equilibrium allocation fails to be a
constrained Pareto optimum. In general, the central authority's inability to observe
individuals' privately held information leads to a more stringent test for pareto-
improving market intervention.

#+ "'-In Sections'13.Cand'13.D; we study how mark'eibehavior may adâpi in response
to these informational asymmetries. In Section 13.C, we consider the possibility that
informed individuals may find ways to signal infot'mation about their unobservable
knowledge through observable actions. For example, a seller of a used car could offer
to allow a prospective buyer to take the car to a mechanic. Because sellers who have
good cars are more likely to be willing to take such an action, this offer can serve
as a signal of quality. In Section 13.D, we consider the possibility that uninformed
parties may develop mechanisms to distinguish, or screen, informed individuals who
have differing information. For exampie, an insurance company may ot1er two
policies: one with no deductible at a high premium and another with a significant
deductible at a much lower premium. Potential insureds then sefse lect, with
high-ability drivers choosing the policy with a deductible and low-ability drivers
choosing the no-deductible policy. In both sections, we consider the welfare character-
istics of the resulting market equilibria and the potential for Pareto-improving market
intervention.

For expositional purposes, we present all the analysis that follows in terms of the
labor market example (i)' we should nevertheless emphasize the wide range of settings
and fields within economics in which these issues arise. Some of these examples are
developed in the exercises at the end of the chaoter.

i.B Informational Asymmetries and Adverse Selection
Consider the following simple labor market model adapred from Akerlof's (1970)
pioneering work:1 there are many identical potential firms that can hire workers.
Each produces the same output using an identical constant returns to scaie
technology in which labor is the only input. The firms are risk neutral, seek to
maximize their expected profits, and act as price takers. For simplicity, we take the
price of the firms' output to equal 1 (in units of a numeraire good).

Workers differ in the number of units of output they produce if hired by a firm,

l '  Akerlof (1970) used the exampre of a used-car market in which
knows if the car is a "lemon." 

For this reason, this type oi model is
Iemons model.

only the seller of a used car
sometimes referred to as a
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then the manager gets exactly the same expected utility unde r w(rc) as under w(n, y)for any level of effort he chooses. Thus, the manager's effort choice will be unchanged, and hewill stil l accept the contract. However, because the manager faces less risk, the expected wagepayments are lower and the owner is better off (this again follows from Jensen's inequality:
for all z, u(Elw(n, y)lnl) > Elo(w(n, y))ln), and so w(z) < Efw(n,y) lzl).

This point can be pushed further. Note that we can always write

f  (n,  y le) :  f r(nle)fr(y ln,  e).
r l  fz} lz,e) does not depend on e, then the f2(.)  terms in condit ion (14.B.11) again cancel
out and the optimal compensation package does not depend on y. This condition oi 1rçy1n, e7is equivalent to the statistical concept that z is a suficient statisticfor y with respect to e. Theconverse is also true: As long as n is not a sufticient statistic for y, then wages should be madeto depend on y, at least to some degree. See Hoimstrom (1979) for further details.

A number of extensions of this basic analysis have been studied in the literature. For
example, Hoimsrrom (r9gz), Nalebuff and Stiglitz (19g3), and Green and Stokey
(1983) examine cases in which many managers are being hired and consider the use
of relative performance evaluation in such settings; Bernheim and Whinston (19g6),
on the other hand, extend the model in the other direction, examining settings in
which a single agent is hired simultaneously by several principals; Dye (19g6)
considers cases in which effort may be observed through costly monitoring; Rogerson
(1985a), Allen (1985), and Fudenberg, Holmstrom, and Milgrom (199b) examine
situations in which the agency relationship is repeated over many periods, with aparticular focus on the extent to which long-term contracts are more effective at
resolving agency problems than is a sequence of short-term contracts of the type we
analyzed in this section. (This iist of extensions is hardly exhaustive.) Many oithese
analyses focus on the case in which effort is single-dimensional; Holmstrom and
Milgrom (1991) discuss some interesting aspects of the more realistic case of
multidimensional effort.

Holmstrom and Miigrom (1987) have pursued another interesting extension.
Bothered by the simplicity of real-world compensation schemes relative to the optimal
contracts derived in models like the one we have studied here, they investigate a iodel
in which profits accrue incrementaily over time and the manager is able to adjust
his effort during the course of the project in response to eariy profit realizations.
They identify conditions under which the owner can restrict himself without loss to
the use of compensation schemes that are linear functions of the project's total profit.
The optimality of linear compensation schemes arises because of the need to offer
incentives that are "robust" in the sense that they continue to provide incentiv.es
regardless of how early profit reaiizations turn out. Their analysis illustrates a more
general idea, namely, that complicating the nature of the incentive problem can
actually lead to simpler forms for optimal contracts. For illustrations of this point,
see Exercises 14.8.5 and 14.8.6.

The exercises at the end of the chapter explore some of these extensions.

l4.c Hidden Information (and Monopolistic Screening)
In this section, we shift our focus to a setting in which the postcontractual
informational asymmetry takes the form of hidden information.
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Once again, an owner wishes to hire a manager to run a one-time project.

Now, however, the manager's effort level, denoted by e, is lully observable. What is

not observable after the contract is signed is the random realization oi the manager's

disutility from effort. For example, the manager may come to find himself well suited

to the tasks required at the frrm, in which case high effort has a relatively low disutility

associated with it, or the opposite may be true. However, only the manager comes

to know which case obtains.ro

Before proceeding, we note that the techniques we develop here can also be

applied to models of monopolistic screening where, in a setting characterized by

p'rrrortrnrtual informational asymmetries, a single uninformed individual offers a

m.nu of contracts in order to distinguish, or screen, informed agents who have

differing information at the time ol contracting (see Section 13.D for an analysis of

;H*,#iïilî1,îili#,i?,1.T11,ru'.,*:ï::,'n:"':1'-':l::,i'.1:il!,',:,:.'.:":T"":, :1': :j
To formulate our hidden information principal-agent model, we suppose that

effort can be measured by a one-dimensional variable e e [0, .o). Gross profits

(excluding any wage payments to the manager) are a simple deterministic function

of effort, z(e), with z(0):0,n'(e) > 0, and n"(e) < 0 for al l  e'

The manager is an expected utility maximizer whose Bernoulli utility function

over wages and effort, u(w,e,g), depends on a state of nature'0 that is realized after

the contract is signed and that only the manager observes. We assume that 0 e R,

and we focus on a special form of u(w,e,0) that is widely used in the literature:Ir

u(w, e, 0) = u(w - g(e, 0))'

The function g(e, g) measures the disutility of effort in monetary units. We assume

that g(0, 0) : 0 for all g and, letting subscripts denote partial derivatives, that

9"" (e,0)  > 0

ge@,0)  <  0

f o r e > 0

f o r e : 0

for all e

for all e

g " ( ' , ù { ' ?
L : U

,  ^ . f  . 0  f o r e > 0
o " e l e , a ) \ : g  f o r e : 0 .

Thus, the manager is averse to increases in effort, and this aversion is larger the greater

the current ievel of effort. In addition, higher values of 0 are more productive states

in the sense that both the manager's total disutility irom effort, g(e,0), and his

marginal disutiiity from effort at any current effort level, g"(e,0), are lower when 0

10. A seemingly more important source of hidden information between managers and owners
is that the manager of a firm often comes to know more about the potential profitabil ity of various

actions than does the owner. In Section 14.D, we discuss one hybrid hidden action-hidden
information model that captures this alternative sort of informational asymmetry; its formal analysis

reduces to that oi the model studied here.
l l. Exercise 14.C.3 asks you to consider an alternative form for the manager's uti l i ty function.
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is greater. we also assume that the manager is strictly risk averse, with u"(.) < 0.t,
As in Section 14.8, the manager's reservation utility level, the level of expected utiiity
he must receive if he is to accept the owner's contract offer, is denoted by u. Note
that our assumptions about g(e, 0) imply that the manager's indifference curves have
the singie-crossing property discussed in Section 13.C.

Finally, for expositional purposes, we focus on the simple case in which g can
take oniy  one of  two va lues,  0"  and 0r ,  wi th  0r> 0"  and Prob (gr) : , le(0,1) .
(Exercise 14.C.1 asks you to consider the case of an arbitrary finite number of states.)

A contract must try to accomplish two objectives here: frrst, as in Section 14.8,
the risk-neutral owner should insure the manager against fluctuations in his income;
second, although there is no problem here in insuring that the manager puts in effort
(because the contract can explicitly state the effort level required), a contract that
maximizes the surpius available in the relationship (and hence, the owner's payoff)
must make the level of manageriai effort responsive to the disutility incurred by the
manager, that is, to the state 0. To fix ideas, we first iliustrate how these goals are
accomplished when 0 is observable; we then turn to an analysis of the problems that
arise when 0 is observed only by the manager.

The State 0 is Obseruable

If 0 is observable, a contract can directly specify the effort level and remuneration
of the manager contingent on each realization of 0 (note that these variables fully
determine the economic outcomes for the two parties). Thus, a complete information
contract consists of two wage-effort pairs: (w",err)e R x R* for state 0" and
(*t,er) e R x R* for state 0.. The owner optimally chooses these pairs to solve the
foiiowing problem:

Max )"ln(eu) - wrl + (1 - )")ln(e") - wrl
w 2 , e 1 l O
w g , e x l O

(14 .C .1 )

s. t .  iu(wu -  g(en,0") )  + ( l  -  ) , )u(w1-  g(eu0))  > A.

In any solution l(*T,eT),(rTr,efr)) to problem (14.C.1) the reservation uti l i ty
constraint must bind; otherwise, the owner could lower the level of wages offered
and stiil have the manager accept the contract. In addition, letting I à 0 denote the
multiplier on this constraint, the solution must satisfy the following first-order
conditions:

(1  -  l ) n

- )" + ylu'(wf, - g(efi,0H))
-(1 - 1) + y(r - l)u'(wf - g(eT, 0t))

in '  (efr)  -  y iu '  (wf i  -  g(eh, 0 r))  g "(ef i  ,  0 r){
t
('  (eT) - y(l - 1) u' (wT - s@T, 0 r)) s "(eT., 0,-)l
t

- 0 .

- 0 .

< 0 ,
- 0  i f e f r > 0 .

< 0 ,
: 0  i f e f > 0 .

(r4.c.2)
(14.C.3)

(14.C.4)

(14.C.s)

12. As with the case of hidden actions studied in Section 14.8, nonobservaùil ity causes no
welfare loss in the case of managerial risk neutrality. As there, a "sellout" contract that faces the
manager with the full marginal returns from his actions can generate the first-best outcome. (See
Exercise 14.C.2.)
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These conditions indicate how the two objectives of insuring the manager and

making effort sensitive to the state are handled. First, rearranging and combining

condit ions (14.C.2) and (14.C.3), we see that

u'(wfr - g(efi, 0 ,)) : u'(wt - g@T., 0 ")) , (14.C.6)

so the manager's marginal utility of income is equalized across states. This is the
usual condition for a risk-neutral party optimally insuring a risk-averse individual.

Condi t ion (14.C.6)  impl ies that  wf  -  g(ef r ,?o) :wT- g@T,01) ,  which in  turn
impl ies that  u(wf  -g(ef i ,?r ) )=u(wT.-g(eT,$)) ;  that  is ,  the manager 's  ut i l i ty  is
equalized across states. Given the reservation utility constraint in (14.C.1), the
manager therefore has utility level u in each state.

Now consider the optimal effort levels in the two states. Since g"(0,0) : 0 and
ft '(O) > 0, condit ions ( la.C.a) and (14.C.5) must hold with equali ty and ef > 0 for

iF *,, i :1,2. Combining condition (14.C.2) with (14.C.4), and condition (14.C.3) with
(14.C.5), we see that the optimal level of effort in state 9i, ef, satisfies

n'(ef) :  g"(ef ,0) lor i  :  L, H. (14.C.7)

This condition says that the optimal level of effort in state 0, equates the marginal
beneût of effort in terms of increased profit with its marginal disutility cost.

The pair (rI, eI) is illustrated in Figure 14.C.1 (note that the wage is depicted
on the vertical axis and the effort level on the horizontal axis). As shown, the manager
is better off as we move to the northwest (higher wages and less effort), and the
owner is better off as we move toward the southeast. Because the manager receives
utility level ù in state 9,, the owner seeks to find the most profitable point on the
manager's state 9, indifference curve with utility level ri. This is a point ol tangency
between the manager's indifference curve and one of the owner's isoprofit curves. At
this point, the marginal benefit to additional effort in terms of increased profit is
exactly equai to the marginal cost borne by the manager.

The owner's profi t  level in state 0, is f l f  :  n(ei) - u- '(u) - g(ef ,0').  As shown
in Figure 14.C.1, this profit is exactly equal to the distance from the origin to the
point at which the owner's isoprofit curve through point (rI, eI) hits the vertical

{(w, e):  u(w - g(e,O,))  = 71

\Managrr
Yetter Off

{ ( w , e ) : r ( e ) - w = I I f }
w!
, I

- l l - \

u ' \u )

Figure 14.C.1

The optimal
wage-effort pair for
state 0' lvhen states are
observable.

Profits of 
'. 0uwner ln J

State 0, I(nl)
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u ( w - g ( e , 0 ) ) = ù u ( w - g l e , 0 r ) ) = t

z ( e ) - w = l l l

z ( e ) - w = f l f

- l l - \

u ' \u )

I n';{
n ; ]

t

axis [since n(0) : 0, if the wage payment at this point on the vertical axis is ]a < 0,
the owner's profit at (wf, ef) is exactiy -f,].

From condition (I4.C.7), we see that g"r(e,0) < 0, rc,,(e) < 0, and g,"(e,0) > 0
impiy rhat efi  > ef. Figure 14.C.2 depicrs the optimal conrract, l@fr,eîr),(wi,ei)].

These observations are summanzed in proposition 14.c.1.

Proposi t ion 14.C'1:  In  the pr inc ipa l -agent  model  wi th  an observable s tate var iab le 0,
the optimal contract involves an effort level e,ï in state g, such that æ,(ef ) :  g "(eî ,  0 i)and ful ly insures the manager, sett ing his wage in each state g, at the ièvet razî
such that  v(wI  -  O@1,0,11 :  s .

Thus, with a strictly risk-averse manager, the first-best contract is characterized
by two basic features: first, the owner fully insures the manager against risk; second,
he requires the manager to work to the point at which the marginal benefit of effort
exactly equals its marginai cost. Because the marginal cost of effort is lower in state
0uthan in state gr, the contract calls for more effort in state go.

The State 0 is Obserued Only by the Manager

As in Section 14.8, the desire both to insure the risk-averse manager and to eiicit
the proper levels of effort come into conflict when informational asymmetries are
present. Suppose, for exampie, that the owner offers a risk-averse manager the
contract depicted in Figure 14.C.2 and relies on the manager to reveal the state
voluntarily. If so, the owner will run into problems. As is evident in the figure, in state
0o, the manager prefers point (wf , ef) to point (wfi, e[). consequently, in state 0,
he will /ie to the owner, claiming that it is actually state 0r. As is also evident in the
figure, this misrepresentation lowers the owner's profit.

Given this problem, what is the optimalcontract for the owner to offer? To answer
this question, it is necessary to start by identifying the set of possible contracts that
the owner can offer. One can imagine many different forms that a contract could
conceivably take. For example, the owner might offer a compensation function w(z)
that pays the manager as a function of realized profit and that leaves the effort

wl.

wi

Figure 14.C.2

The optimal contn.
with full obsqvebll,
of 0.
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;u.,,., in each state to the manager's discretion. Alternatively, the owner could offer
"^-^-nensation schedule w(z) but restrict the possible effort choices by the manager
B v v " ' r  ^  r L  -  ^ - - - - ^ -  ^ ^ - . t l  ^ ç 1 ^ -  ^ ^ - ^ ^ - ^ ^ r i ^

i^"."r. degree. Another possibility is that the owner could offer compensation as a

l,i*io" of the observable effort level chosen by the manager, possibly again with

.-or, ,rrrrittion on the allowable choices. Finally, more complicated arrangements

i'rn, U. imagined. For example, the manager might be required to make an

,nioun...n.nt about what the state is and then be free to choose his effort levei

while iacing a compensation lunction w(n | Ô that depends on his announcement 9.

Although finding an optimal contract from among all these possibilities may seem

n daunting task, an important result known as the reuelation principle greatly

limplifies the analysis of these types of contracting problems:t3

.- g'eposition 14.C.2: (The Revetation Principle) Denote the set of possible states by @

lËil;""rchins r9f a1.o9ti1al c,o1!fa!! lbe gwleli3l*yiln9ït,i9:! I"e"igi.-clliTSgl!
!pT='ontracts of the following form:
{
:  ( i )  Af ter  the s tate g is  rea l ized,  the manager  is  requi red to  announce which

state has occurred.
(i i)  The contract specif ies an outcome lwtù, e(â)l tor each possible announce-

ment  0 e @.
(i i i )  ln every state g e @, the manager f inds i t  optimal to report the state

truthf ullY.

A contract that asks the manager to announce the state I and associates outcomes

with the various possible announcements is known as a reuelation mechani.sm. The

revelation principle tells us that the owner can restrict himself to using a revelation

mechanism for which the manager always responds truthfully; revelation mechanisms

with this truthfulness property are known as incentiue compatible (or truthful)

revelation mechanisms. The revelation principle holds in an extremely wide array

of incentive problems. Aithough we defer its formal (and very generai) proof to

Chapter 23 (see Sections 23.C and 23.D), its basic idea is relatively straightforward.

For example, imagine that the owner is offering a contract with a compensation

schedule w(z) that leaves the choice of effort up to the manager. Let the resulting

leveis of effort in States g, and 0rbe erand es, respectively. We can now show that

there is a truthful revelation mechanism that generates exactly the same outcome as

this contract. In particular, suppose that the owner uses a revelation mechanism that

assigns outcome lw(n(e1)),ey) tf. the manager announces that the state is 9, and

outcome [w(z(es)), e)if the manager announces that the state is 0o. Consider the

manager's incentives for truth telling when lacing this revelation mechanism. Suppose,

firsr rhar rhe state is 9,. Under the initial contract with compensation schedule w(z),

the manager could have achieved outcome lw(n(es)),es) in state 0r by choosing

effort level es. Since he instead chose e', it must be that in state 91 outcome

lw(n(e)),er] is at least as good for the manager as outcome [w(z(er)),e11]. Thus.

under the proposed revelation mechanism, the manager will find telling the truth to

be an optimal response when the state is 9.. A similar argument appiies lor state 0"'

We see therefore that this revelation mechanism results in truthful announcements

13. Two early discussions of the revelation principle are Myerson (1979) and Dasgupta,

Hammond, and Maskin (1979).
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by the manager and yields exactly the same outcome as the initial contract. In fact,
a similar argument can be constructed lor any initial contract (see Chapt er 23),
and so the owner can restrict his attention without loss to truthful revelation
mechanisms. I o

To simplify the characterization of the optimal contract, we restrict attention
from this point on to a specific and extreme case of managerial risk aversion: infnite
risk aversion. In particular, we take the expected utility of the manager to equal the
manager's lowest utility level across the two states. Thus, for the manager to accept
the owner's contract, it must be that the manager receives a utility of at least u in
each state'15 As above, efficient risk sharing requires that an infinitely risk-averse
manager have a utility level equal to u in each state. If, for example, his utility is ,
in one state and u' > û in the other, then the owner's expected wage payment is larger
than necessary for giving the manager an expected utility of ù.

Given this assumption about managerial risk preferences, the revelation principie
allows us to write the owner,s problem as foliows:

Max )"ln(er) - wul + (1 - À)ln(e") _ wt)
w H , e H  >  O , w L , e L >  Q

reseruation utility
(or indiuidual r arionality)
constraint

(ii i) w" - g (e n, 0 n ) 2 w, - s (e r, 0,) 
\ 'ër"i::i:r-i"rirp 

atibitit v

(iv) w. - g(eu 0r) > w, - g(er, g)) or self-s.election)
constramts.

The pairs (wo,eu) and (w",er) that the contract specifies are now the wage and
effort leveis that result from differe nl announcemefis or the state by the manager; that
is, the outcome if the manager announces that the state is g, is (*,,e,). constraints
(i) and (ii) make up the reseruation utility (or indiuidual rationality) constrainr for the
infinitely risk-averse manager; if he is to accept the contract, he must be guaranteed
a utility of at least n in each state. Hence, we must have u(w, _ g(ei,g,)) > u for
i :  L , r l  or ,  equiva lent l ! ,  w i -  gk i ,0)> n- ' (u)  for  i :  z ,Ë1.  constra in ts  ( i i i )  and
(iv) are the incentiue compatibility (or truth-telling or self-selection) constrajnrs for the
manager in states 0u and gr, respectively. consider, for example, constraint (iii). The

(14.c.8)

s. t .  ( i )  , r  -  g@1,0)  > , - t ( t ) ]

(ii) w, - g(eu, g") > u-rfu))

14' one restriction that we have imposed here for expositional purposes is to lirnit the outcomes
specified following the manager's announcement to being nonstochastic (in fact, much of the
literature does so as well). Randomization can sometimes be desirable in these settings because it
can aid in satisfying the incentive compatibil i ty constraints that we introduce in problem (14.C.g).
See Maskin and Riley (198aa) for an example.

15' This can be thought of as the l imiting case in which, starting from the concave uti lrty
function u(x), we take the concave transformation ur(u): -u(x)o îor p <0 as the manager,s
Bernoulli utility function and let p - - a. To see this, note that the manager's expected utility over the
random outcome giving (wn - g@a,0n)) with probabil ity À and, (w,I S@r,d.)) with probabil ity
(1 - l ') is then EU = -Uufr + (t - zi)ufl l, where u,: u(wr - gk,,O.S1for i: Z, 11. ff,L expected
ut i l i ty iscorrect lyordered by (ngyrro: lhuf i+(1-S,1ug1tro.Nowas i  -_* ,LÀufr+(L _ ) . )uf l t rc  -
Min {un, ur} (see Exercise 3.C.6). Hence, â contract gives the manager an expected uti l i ty greater
than h is  (cer ta in)  reservat ion ut i l i ty  i f  and only i i  Min {u(w,  _ S@r,0)) ,u(wr_ g(et ,0r) t }  >ù.
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f" j ,  *anager's uti l i ty in state gr is u(wr - g(es,oH) i f  he tel ls the truth, but i t  is

S. ;; :  1 s@r,g')) i f  he instead claims rhat i t  is state 0r. Thus, he wil l  tel l  the truth i f

S '  :  
" -  

ok, ,0r )2wr-  g(eug") .  Constra in t  ( iv )  fo l lows s imi lar ly '

Ï- 
"n 

NJù inui ,tt. first-best (full observability) contract depicted in Figure 14.C.2 does

i not sarisfy the constraints of problem (14.C.8) because it violates constraint (iii).

1', 
""'W. 

aÂalyre problem (14.C.8) through a sequence o[lemmas. Our arguments for

I th.r. results make extensive use of graphical analysis to build intuition. An analysis

: oirnt, problem using Kuhn-Tucker conditions is presented in Appendix B.

Lemi la  14 .C.1 :  We can ignore  cons t ra in t  ( i i ) .  That  i s ,  a .cont rac t  i s  a  so lu t ion  to
u" " 'o ro6 ' " r  

(14 .C.8)  i f  and  on ly  i f  i t  i s  the  so lu t ion  to  the  prob lem der ived  f rom (14 .C '8 )

dropPing constra in t  ( i i ) .
F.Frtr* 

''' -' '

Proof, Whenever both constraints

w11 '  g(en,0r)  > wt  -  g(eu 0r)  2  wt

also satisfied. This implies that the set

from (14.C.8) by dropping constraint

contracts in Problem (1a.C.8)' r

fl' ula (iii) 
"are 

tAtn.jd'it must be that
- g(eu0r) >- u- 1(u), and so constraint (ii) is

ol feasible contracts in the problem derived
(ii) is exactly the same as the set of feasible

i'i ' Lemma 14.C.1 is illustrated in Figure 14.C.3. By constraint (i), (wr,e.) must lie
"'', 

in the shaded region oi the figure. But by constraint (iii), (w", e") must lie on or

;i above the state 0r, indifference curve through point (wr, e1)' As can be seen,

,r, this implies that the manager's state g" utility is at least ù, the utility he gets at point

(*, e) :  (u- i(t),  0).
i' Therefore, from this point on we can ignore constraint (ii).

t l . r r "  
14.c .2:  An opt imat  contract  in  problem (14.c .8)  must  have w2-  g@L,01) :

-  1 ?  - \

v  t u t .

Proof: Suppose not, that is, that there is an optimal solution l(*",er),(w",et)] in

which w. - g(et,0r)> r- 1(ù). Now, consider an alteration to the owner'S contract

u(w -  g (e ,0  ù )  =  û

u(w -  g(e,0n))  = un> û

u ' (u )

Figure 14.C.3

Constraint (ii) in
problem (1a.C.8) is
satisfied by any
contract satisfying
constraints (i) and (iii).

u ( w - s ( e , 0 ) ) = a

( " r ,  e r )
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( w u ,  e n )s(e,0,.)) =

(fru êt)

u(w -
u ( w - g ( e , 0 r ) ) = u

s k ' 0 B D =  u n )  ù
$ t ,  ê t )

u-  tQ )

in which the owner pays wages in the two states of û,1 : wr- E and lô,n : wH _ E,
where e > 0 (i.e., the owner iowers the wage payments in both states by e). This new
contract still satisfies constraint (i) as long as e is chosen small enough. In addition,
the incentive compatibility constraints are still satisfied because this change just
subtracts a constant, e, from each side of these constraints. But if this new contract
satisfies all the constraints, the original contract could not have been optimal because
the owner now has higher profits, which is a contradiction. r

Lemma 14.C.3:  In  any opt imal  contract :
( i )  er  < eI ;  that  is ,  the manager 's  ef for t  level  in  s tate g.  is  no more than the

level  that  would ar ise i f  0  were observable.
( i i)  er: eâ; that is, the manager's effort revel in state g, is exacily equat to

the level  that  would ar ise i {  6  were observable.

Proof: Lemma 14.c.3 can best be seen graphically. By Lemma 14.c.2, (w.,e.) iies
on the locus {(w, e): u(w - g(e,7r)): ù} in any optimal contracr. Figure 14.C.4
depicts one possible pair (frr, êr).In addition, the truth-telling constraints imply that
the outcome for state 0r, (*r,e"), must lie in the shaded region of Figure 14.C.4.
To see this, note that by constraint (iv), (w", e") must lie on or below the state g,
indifference curve through (ûr, êr). in addition, by constraint (iii), (*r, er) must lie
on or above the state 0" indifference curve through (frr,ê,.).

To see part (i), suppose that we have a contract with ê" > ef. Figure 14.C.5 depicts
such a contract offer: (r0r, êr) lies on the manager's state f. indifference curve with
utility level r7, and (w", er) lies in the shaded region detned by the rruth-telling
constraints. The state 0" indifference curve for the manager and the isoprofit curve
for the owner which go through point (rôr, êr) have the relation depicted at point
(ôu ê) because êr > eT.

As can be seen in the figure, the owner can raise his profit level in state g, by
moving the state 0. wage-effort pair down the manager's indifference curve from
(fruê) to its first-best point (wf,ei). This change continues ro satisfy all the
constraints in problem (1a.C.8): The manager's uti l i ty in.each state is unchanged,

State 0"
Indifference
çuçve Through ({,,,1,

u  
-  ' (ù )

Isoprofit Curves

Figure 14.C.4 (tett)

In a feasible contract
offering (vn ", ê,) îor
state 0., the pair
(wr ,  er)  must  l ie  in
the shaded region.

Figure 14.C.5 (righl)

An optimal contracl
has e, < ef.



u(w - 9(e, 0r.)) = ri u(w -  g(e,0") )  = u(rô,  -  g(êt ,  0  r ) )

r ( e ) - w = f 1 , , (wi,ei)
( f r t , ê t )

u ' (u )

é L  Y L

and, as is evident in Figure 14.C.5, the truth-telling constraints are still satisfied. Thus,

a contract with ê1 > el cannot be optimal.
Now consider part (ii). Given any wage-effort pair (frr,ê") with êr ( ef, such

as that shown in Figure l4.C.6,the owner's problem is to find the location for (wr' e")

in the shaded region that maximizes his profit in state gH. The solution occurs at a

point of tangency between the manager's state 9s indifference curve through point

(fr ,, ê r) and an isoprofit curve lor the owner. This tangency occurs at point (fr s, eT,)

in the figure, and necessarily involves effort level ef because all points of tangency

between the manager's state g, indifference curves and the owner's isoprofit curves

occur at effort level ef [they are characterized by condition (14'C'7) for j: H]'

Note that this point of tangency occurs strictly to the right of effort ievel é" because

ê r < e T < e f r . .

A secondary point emerging from the proof of Lemma 14'C.3 is that only the

truth-telling constraint for state g" is binding in the optimal contract. This property

is common to many of the other applications in the literature.l6

Lemma 14.C.42 In any optimal contract, eL<eti that is, the effort level in state

g. is necessari ly str ict ly below the level that would arise in state 01 if  0 were

observable.

Proof: Again, this point can be seen graphically. Suppose we start with (w7,et):

(r'T., ef),as in Figure 14.C.7. By Lemma 14.C.3, this determines the state ott outcome,

denoted by (vi", ef) in the figure. Note that by the definition o[(wf, ef), the isoprofit

curve through this point is tangent to the manager's state 0" indifference curve.

Recall that the absolute distance between the origin and the point where each

state's isoprofit curve hits the vertical axis represents the profit the owner earns in

that state. The owner's overall expected profit with this contract offer is therefore

16. In models with more than two types, this proPerty takes the form that only the incentive

constraints between adjacent types bind, and they do so only in one direction' (See Exercise l4'C'l ')

u(w -  s(e,0)) :  a
u ( w - g ( e , 0 n ) ) = u n > ù

Isoprofit

Curves

Figure 14.C.6 (left)

An optimal contract
has e, : g;.

Figure 14.C.7 (right)

The best contract with
e -  :  P t

(mo' ei)

i*", efi)

6 State 6
S t a t e  l g ,  I
oH i  pront l
Profit 

I
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u ( w - g ( e , ? n D = u n > u
Isoprofit
Curves

}J  B '
u ( w - g ( e , 0 r ) ) = r i

State 0,,
indiffercnce
Curves

u-  ' ( t )

Profit Loss
in State 0r{-

u ( w - g ( e , 0 ) ) = u

1wi .  e i )

@i, ê')

êL ei

$,n, eï) (wa, etr)
(il,", ef )

u- ' ( t )

êL ei

(b )

Figure 14.c.8 (a) The change in profits in state 0, from lowering e, siightly below ef . (b) The change in profits in l l l l t
from lowering e, slightly below ef and optimally adjusting w".

equal to the average of these two profit levels (with weights equai to the relative
probabilities of the two states).

We now argue that a change in the state 0, outcome that lowers this state's effort
level to one slightly beiow ef necessarily raises the owner's expected profit. To see
this, start by moving the state 0, outcome to a sl ightly lower point,(frt ,êr), on the
manager's state 9r indifference curve. This change is illustrated in Figure 14.C.8, along
with the owner's isoprofit curve through this new point. As is evident in Figure
14.C.8(a), this change lowers the profit that the owner earns in state 0r. However, it
also relaxes the incentive constraint on the state gn outcome and, by doing so, it
allows the owner to offer a lower wage in that state. Figure 14.C.8(b) shows the new
state 0r, outcome, say (rô", efi), and the new (higher-proût) isoprofit curve through
this point.

Overall, this change resuits in a lower profit for the owner in state Arand a higher
profit for the owner in state 0". Note, however, that because we started at a point
of tangency at (wf, ef), the profit loss in state 0. is small relative to the gain in state
0". Indeed, if we were to look at the derivative of the owner's profit in state 0r with
respect to an infnitesimal change in that state's outcome, we would find that it is
zero.In contrast, the derivative of profit in state 0, with respect to this infinitesimal
change would be strictly positive. The zero derivative in state 9, is an envelope
theorem result: because we started out at the first-best level of effort in state 0., a
small change in (wr, e") that keeps the manager's state 0r utility at ù has no first-order
effect on the owner's profit in that state; but because it relaxes the state 0" incentive
constraint, for a small-enough change the owner's expected profit is increased. r

How far should the owner go in lowering e'! In answering this question, the owner
must weigh the marginal loss in profit in state 0, against the marginal gain in state

(rl, ei)
(fruê)



0r [note that once we move away from (*T'et), the envelope result no longer holds

and the marginal reduction in state gr's profit is strictly positive]. It should not be

surprising that the extent to which the owner wants to make this trade-off depends
on the relative probabilities oi the two states. In particular, the greater the likelihood
of state 0", the more the owner is willing to distort the state 0, outcome to increase
profit in state gH. In the extreme case in which the probability of state 0, gets close
tozero, the owner may set êr:0 and hire the manager to work only in state 0o.r7

The analysis in Appendix B confirms this intuition. There we show that the
optimal level of e. satisfies the following first-order condition:

1

ln ' (e)  -  Q"(et ,0") f  +  
* lg" (er ,0*)  

-  Q"(et ,gr ) l  :  0 .  (14.c .9)

The first term of this expression is zero dt er: ef and is strictly positive at e"< ef;
the second term is always strictly negative. Thus, we must have er<eT. to satisfy
this condition, confirming our frnding in Lemma 14.C.4. Differentiatins this expression

fréîr"rr trrài itre ciptimàirÈvèi'àr âr'idnt'às' Ïiir :îj'tilbiir'f 1' r \ n":'
These findings are summarized in Proposition 14.C.3,

proposi t ion 14.C.3:  In  the h idden in format ion pr inc ipa l -agent  model  wi th  an in f in i te ly
risk-averse manager the optimal contract sets the level of effort in state gs at i ts
f irst-best (ful l  observabil i ty) level e[. The effort level in state 01 is distorted
downward f rom i ts  f i rs t -best  level  e f .  In  addi t ion,  the manager  is  inef f ic ient ly
insured, receiving a uti l i ty greater than 17 in state ?ra and a uti l i ty equal to u in
state 0.. The owner's expected payoff is str ict ly lower than the expected payoff
he receives when I  is  observable,  whi le  the in f in i te ly  r isk-averse manager 's
expected ut i l i ty  is  the same as when 0 is  observable ( i t  equals  ù) . t8 ' te

A basic, and very general, point that emerges from this analysis is that the optimal
contract for the owner in this setting of hidden information necessarily distorrs the
effort choice of the manager in order to ameliorate the costs of asymmetric
information, which here take the form of the higher expected wage payment that the
owner makes because the manager has a utility in state 0" in excess of u.

Note that nothing would change if the profit level z were not publicly observable
(and so could not be contracted on), since our analysis relied only on the fact that
the effort level e was observable. Moreover, in the case in which n is not publicly
observable, we can extend the model to allow the relationship between profits and
effort to depend on the state; that is, the owner's profits in states 0rand 0u given
effort level e might be given by the functions n"(e) and nr(e).to As long as

17. In fact, this can happen only if 9"(0, 0r) > 0.
18. Recall that an infinitely risk-averse manager's expected utility is equal to his lowest utility

level across the two states.
19. Note, however, that while the outcome here is Pareto inefficient, it is a constrained Pareto

optimum in the sense introduced in Section 13.8; the reasons parallel those given in footnote
9 oiSection 14.B for the hidden action model (although here it is 0 that the authority cannot observe
rather than e).

20. The nonobservability of profits is important for this extension because if z could be
contracted upon, the manager could be punished for misrepresenting the state by simply comparing
the realized profit level with the profit level that should have been realized in the announced state
ior the specified level of effort.
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n'n(e) > n'r(e) > 0 for all e ) 0, the analysis of this model follows exactly along the
lines of the analysis we have just conducted (see Exercise 14.C.5).

As in the case of hidden action models, a number of extensions of this basic
hidden information modei have been expiored in the literature. Some of the most
general treatments appear in the context of the "mechanism design" literature
associated with social choice theory. A discussion of these models can be found in
Chapter 23.

The Monopolistic Screening Model

In Section 13.D, we studied a model of competitiue screening in which firms try to design their
employment contracts in a manner that distinguishes among workers who, at the time of
contracting, have different unobservable productivity levels (i.e., there is precontractual asym-
metric information). The techniques that we have developed in our study of the principal-agent
model with hidden information enable us to formuiate and solve a model of monopolistic
sueening in which, in contrast with the anaiysis in Section 13.D, only a single firm offers
employment contracts (actually, this might more properly be called a monopsonisric screening
model because the singie frrm is on the demand side of the market).

To see this, suppose that, as in the model in Section 13.D, there are two possible types of
workers who differ in their productivity. A worker of type 0 has utility u(w,tl0):, - SQ,0)
when he receives a wage of w and laces task levei r. His reservation utility level is u. The
productivities of the two types of workers are 0, and 0r, with 0" > 0L> 0. The fraction of
workers of type 0, is Àe(0,1). We assume that the firm's profits, which are not publicly
observable, are given by the function nr(t) îor a type 0, worker and by zr(r) for a type 0,
worker, and that n'n(t)> nL\)> 0 for all r > 0 [e.g., as in Exercise 13.D.1, we could have
n,(t) : 0,(l - pt) for p > 0f."

The firm's problem is to offer a set of contracts that maximizes its profits given worker
self-selection among, and behavior within, its offered contracts. Once again, the revelation
principle can be invoked to greatly simplify the firm's problem. Here the firm can restrict its
attention to offering a menu of wage-task pairs [(wo, tu),(wu rr)] to solve

Max ),lnr(tr) - wxf + (1 - À)lnr(t") - w")
w r , t t  à  0 ,  w z , t s l  O

( i4.c.10)

s. t .  ( i )  , ,  -  g( t r ,?r)  > u

.  ( i i )  wn -  Q(tn,0u)  > ,

( i i i )  w"  -  g( t  a ,  0 r )  > * ,  -  g( t  L ,  0 H)

( i v )  w ,  -  g ( t u 0 r ) . 2 w o  -  g ( t o , 0 " ) .

This problem has exactly the same structure as (14.C.8) but with the principal's (here the
firm's) profit being a function of the state. As noted above, the analysis of this problem follows
exactly the same lines as our analysis of problem (14.C.8).

This class of models has seen wide application in the l iterature (although often with a
continuum of types assumed). Maskin and Riley (1984b), for example, apply this modelto the
study of monopolistic price discrimination. In their model, a consumer of type 0 has uti l i ty
u(x,0) - I when he consumes x units of a monopolist 's good and makes a total payment of
?" to the monopolist, and cân earn a reservation uti l i ty level of u(0, 0) : 0 by not purchasing
from the monopolist. The monopolist has a constant unit cost of production equal to c > 0

21. The model studied in Section 13.D with zi(f) = 0, corresponds to the l imiting case where
r - 0 .
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and seeks to offer a menu oi (x,, d) pairs to maximize its profit. The monopolist,s problem

:: i" i l ;:T:::: 
'" (r4'c'r0) where we take r, = xi, lvi = -i, '  û=0, s(t,,01)= -.u(xi,0;),

Baron and Myerson's (1982) analysis of optimal regulation of a monopolist with unknowncosts provides another example. There, a regulated firm faces market demand function x(p)and has unobservable unit costs of 0. The regulator, who seeks to design a regulatory poricythat maximizes consumer surplus, faces the monopolist with a ch, .(p,,T)' where p, is the anowed retair price and { is a transfe, o"rJ:::;ïliJ;:ïff:tïthe firm' The regulated firm is able to shut down if it cannot earn profits of at least zero fromany of the regulator's offerings' The regulator's problem th.n .o...sponds to (r4.c.10) witht i  :  Pi ,  wi = T, û :  0,  g(: t i ,  0,)  = -(p,_ 0,)r(p,) ,  and r,(r , )  = g "1r;  ar.r ,

,noj.lrttttttt 
l4'c'7 to l4'c'9 ask fou to'stuay some.-"*piË! "r monoporistic screening

) Hidden Actions and Hidden Information:
Hybrid Models

tt

Although the hidden action-hidden information dichotomization serves as a usefurstarting point for understanding principal-agent models, -uny real-world situations(and some of the literature as weil) invorve erements of both probiems.To consider an example of such a moder, suppose that we augment the simplehidden information model considered in Section 14.c in the following manner:iet the level of effort e now be unobservable, and tet profits be a stochastic functionof effort, described by conditional density function f(nle).In essence, what wenow have is a hidden action model, but one in which the owner arso does notknow something about the disutility of the manager (which is captured in the statevariable 0).
Formal anarysis of this moder is beyond the scope of this chaprer, but the basicthrust of the reveration principre extends to the anarysis or ,h.r. types of hybridproblems' In particurar: as Myerson (i9g2) shows, ih. o*rr., can now restrictattention to contracts of the following form:

(i) After the state g is reaiized, the manager announces which state has occurred.(ii) The contract specifies, for each possibre announcement d e €l, the effort levere(Ô ttrat the manager shourd take and a compensation scheme w@l$.(iii) In every state g, the manager is willing to be both truthfurin stage (i) andobedient following stage (ii) [i.e., he finds it optimal to choose effort ievel e(g)in  s tate 01.

This contract can be thought of as a revelation game, but one in which the outcomeof the manager's announcement about the staù is a hidden action-style contract,that is, a compensation scheme and a "recommended 
action." The requirement of"obedience" 

amounts to an incentive constraint that is like that in the hidden action

22. The regulator's objective function can be generarized toionsumer and producer surplus, with greater weight on .onrurn.rr.",rill depend on 0,.

allow a weighted average of
In this case, the function z,(.)




